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a b s t r a c t

This investigation studies traveling planetary wave ionospheric disturbance (TPWID) type oscillations on the
modulation of the F region virtual height rise during the E�B electric field pre-reversal enhancement (PRE),
near sunset hours. We also studied their role in the generation of equatorial spread F (ESF) and GPS phase
fluctuations during periods of the last extreme low solar activity (LSA) of January 2009 to April 2010
ðF10:7 ¼ 73Þ. A comparison is madewith periods of high solar activity (HSA) in 2003 and 2004 near equatorial
region. The ionospheric irregularities investigated are medium (bottom-side) and large (plasma bubble) scales.
Ionospheric F region oscillations with period of days are due to the TPWIDs, which play an important role in
producing favorable or unfavorable conditions for equatorial ionospheric irregularities, changing the electron
vertical profile and F region height. In this paper, we present simultaneous ionospheric sounding (ionosonde)
and GPS vertical total electron content (vTEC) observations carried out near equatorial region (Palmas 10.21S,
48.21W) and low latitude region (São José dos Campos 23.21S, 45.91W; located under the southern crest of the
equatorial ionospheric anomaly), Brazil. Observations show that the occurrence of fresh ESF during LSA and
HSA and fresh GPS phase fluctuations at equatorial region follow the trend of day-to-day variations in the
F region virtual height, which are due to electric field PRE modulated by TPWID wave like oscillations. During
LSA, the altitude of 250 km acts as a threshold height for the generation of fresh ionospheric irregularities,
whereas during HSA, the threshold height is 300 km. The observations also found a strong increase in the
generation of fresh ionospheric irregularities from October 2009 to March 2010 during LSA and from
September 2003 to March 2004 during the HSA. Furthermore, in LSA, the period of fresh ionospheric
irregularities was less than during HSA, though both periods followed a similar seasonal pattern. In the low-
latitude, we observed more ESFs than phase fluctuations because ionosonde is more sensitive than GPS. We
also observed periods with and without day-to-day oscillations in the F region virtual height. The observations
made by GPS stations and ionosondes in the equatorial region, for much of the period analyzed, presented
similar results with regard to the generation of equatorial ionospheric irregularities. In the low latitude, some
nights of January, February, October, and December 2009 also showed a similarity.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The day-to-day variability of the ionosphere during geomagne-
tically quiet periods has been commonly related to oscillations of

gravity waves (GWs) and planetary waves (PWs). The PWs are
oscillations of predominantly tropospheric origin and have global
scales with periods ranging from 2 to 30 days (Lastovicka and
Sauli, 1999). However, Fagundes et al. (2005) proposed that iono-
spheric oscillations with period of 24–30 days and 9–17 days are
related with solar rotation and half solar rotation, respectively. The
day-to-day variability of the ionosphere based on both modeling
and observational results with emphasis being paid to the role of
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PW activity on the day-to-day variability, has been extensively
provided by Mendillo et al. (2002), Lastovicka et al. (2003), Abdu
et al. (2006a,2006b), Fagundes et al. (2009a,2009b), Takahashi
et al. (2006,2007), Borries et al. (2007), Pedatella and Forbes
(2009), Chang et al. (2010), and Liu et al. (2010). Mendillo et al.
(2002), using TIME-GCM model, reported excellent studies of the
day-to-day variability of the ionospheric F region. Takahashi et al.
(2006) detected periodicities between 3 and 6 days propagating
upwards from the lower thermosphere to the ionosphere, mod-
ulating the F region dynamo. Borries et al. (2007) investigated the
ionospheric region using GPS TEC maps, and they observed
oscillations with large amplitudes due to the presence of PWs.
Fagundes et al. (2009a,2009b) detected oscillations with periods of
days in the evening F region virtual height and equatorial spread-F,
during high solar activity period, and they attributed these
oscillations to the traveling planetary wave ionospheric distur-
bances (TPWIDs).

In the equatorial and low latitude regions, these waves could
explain the day-to-day variability in the generation of equatorial
spread-F (ESF). Theoretical and experimental studies have estab-
lished that the fundamental mechanism of equatorial ionospheric
irregularities is the Rayleigh–Taylor instability (R–T) acting in the
F region bottom-side after sunset, which creates small perturba-
tions in the electron density (Sultan, 1996; Saito and Maruyama,
2006). However, the major issue in the R–T instability is the
identification of a precursor that could lead to its starting process.
Many researchers have indicated that the GWs are the best
candidate for this purpose (e.g., Kelley et al., 1981; Sekar et al.,
1995; Sastri et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2005), but the relationship
between GW and ESF generation is not yet completely established.
Therefore, the presence of TPWID type oscillations could modulate
the uplifting of the F region virtual height during electric field pre-
reversal enhancement (PRE), creating favorable or unfavorable
conditions to generate ESF. The ionospheric irregularities, recorded
commonly on ionograms, are called spread-F and differ between
themselves in frequency and range types when detected by
ionosonde. Frequency type is associated with narrow spectrum
irregularities, and range type is associated with wide irregularities
or the development of plasma bubbles (Abdu et al., 2003). On the
other hand, the phase fluctuations or rate of change of TEC from
Global Positioning System (GPS) observations indicate the pre-
sence of large-scale ionospheric irregularities, of the order of
kilometers (Aarons et al., 1996). The ionospheric irregularities in
different longitudes have been investigated by many researchers
during geomagnetically quiet and disturbed periods using several
instruments including ionosonde and GPS observations. Chen et al.
(2006) using ionosonde and GPS receiver analyzed the equatorial
F region irregularities in western South America, and they showed
that the GPS phase fluctuations can represent the appearance of
the ionosonde spread-F, and the strong level of GPS phase
fluctuations are associated with the occurrence of topside plasma
bubbles/large scale F-region irregularities. Lee et al. (2009)
recorded ionograms with spread-F traces and GPS phase fluctua-
tions near the crest of equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) during
2000. Their investigation indicated that the F region irregularities
are responsible for the spread-F traces and TEC rate of change at
the EIA.

Thus, in this paper we present and discuss observations of
traveling planetary wave ionospheric disturbance (TPWID) type
oscillations, with periods of several days, during the extreme low
solar activity (LSA) period from January 2009 to April 2010
ðF10:7 ¼ 73 ½W=m2 Hz�Þ. Then we compare the present results
with high solar activity (HSA) periods of 2003 and 2004. The
TPWIDs act on the modulation of the F region virtual post-sunset
height rise during the E�B electric field PRE and, consequently,
the generation of equatorial spread-F and phase fluctuations.

This investigation is focalized mainly with the conditions for
generation and the onset time of equatorial ionospheric irregula-
rities. Therefore, only spread-F and phase fluctuations observed
between 1800 LT and 2100 LT, identified as fresh irregularities,
generated near the observation site are considered. Spread-F and
phase fluctuations observed later are identified as fossil irregula-
rities, generated far away from the site which drifted eastward
reaching the observation site after 2100 LT (Saito and Maruyama,
2006). For the present investigation, we used the F region virtual
height for five different frequencies (iso-frequencies) measured by
digital ionosonde, the vertical total electron content (vTEC), and
the phase fluctuations (rate of change of TEC) measured by GPS.
Both virtual height and vTEC were obtained during evening hours
(1900 LT and 2000 LT), carried out at Palmas (10.21S, 48.21W, dip
latitude 5.51S; hereafter referred as PAL), near equatorial region,
and São José dos Campos (23.21S, 45.91W, dip latitude 17.61S;
hereafter referred as SJC), under the southern crest of the equa-
torial ionization anomaly (EIA), Brazil. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first investigation of the TPWID type oscillations
and their role on the generation of equatorial ionospheric irregu-
larities emphasizing the equatorial and low-latitude regions in the
Brazilian sector.

2. Observations and methodology

The ionospheric data used in this investigation were obtained at
PAL and SJC, both sites locate in the Brazilian sector. The geometry
configuration of these sites allows simultaneous study of the time
evolution of electric field PRE near equatorial region (PAL) and its
effect at low-latitude (SJC). Both ionosondes and GPS receivers were
strategically positioned almost aligned along the magnetic meridian
(see Fig. 1 for more details). These ionosonde and GPS sites geometric
configurations are very useful to study the ionospheric plasma
electrodynamics along the Earth's magnetic field.

In this investigation we analyzed ionospheric sounding data
obtained at PAL and SJC stations, Brazil, by two digital ionosondes
of the type Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde (CADI), operated
by the “Universidade do Vale do Paraíba (UNIVAP)” network
(Grant et al., 1995; Sahai et al., 2007a, 2009a, 2009b; de Jesus
et al., 2011; Klimenko et al., 2011). The ionosonde operates
simultaneously in two different modes. The first mode scans 180
frequencies every 300 s (provides normal ionograms with tem-
poral resolution of 300 s) and the second mode scans only 6 fixed
frequencies (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 MHz) every 100 s (ionograms with
lower spectral resolution, but with high temporal resolution of
100 s). The second mode of operation was utilized to examine the
day-to-day variability of the F region virtual height at 5 fixed
frequencies (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz).

We also used Global Positioning System (GPS) observations
obtained at PAL and SJC stations. The PAL station belongs to the
“Rede Brasileira de Monitoramento Contínuo (RBMC)” and is
operated by the “Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística
(IBGE)” and the SJC station belongs to the UNIVAP network. The
GPS observations were used to measure the vertical total electron
content (vTEC) calculated in units of TEC (1 TECU¼1016 electrons/m2)
and of the phase fluctuations or rate of change of TEC calculated in
TECU/min (Sahai et al., 2009c; de Abreu et al., 2010a, 2011; de Jesus
et al., 2010, 2012). The GPS observations used to measure the vTEC
were obtained from the GPS satellites above 201 elevation angle and
temporal resolution of 15 s (PAL) and 5 s (SJC).

The methodology applied in this investigation is described by
Fagundes et al. (2005,2009a,2009b) for studying TPWID type
oscillations at F region virtual height. We selected the F region
virtual height for each day considered in this analysis at 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT for 5 frequencies (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz) for the period
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January 2009 to April 2010. These local times were chosen because
the electric field PRE uplifts the F region between about 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT, and the strength and duration of electric field PRE
will create favorable or adverse conditions for ESF generation. The
same methodology is applied to the vTEC obtained by GPS
stations, for each day between 19:00 LT and 20:00 LT. However,
to obtain an improved signal statistics we binned an average
observed in both virtual height and vTEC between 710 min around
each hour.

3. Results and discussions

To highlight the advantages of using chain of ionosonde
combined with chain of GPS to study equatorial large and medium
scale ionospheric irregularities, we present simultaneous iono-
sonde and GPS data for four different cases. The similarities and
differences of the response of both instruments (ionosonde and
GPS) due to presence of ionospheric irregularities are presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. The upper panels of Figs. 2 and 3 show the virtual
height variations from ionosonde observations at five fixed
frequencies (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz) and the bottom panels
illustrates the phase fluctuations (rate of change of TEC in TECU/
min) from GPS observations for PAL and SJC stations.

Fig. 2A shows presence of spread-F and GPS phase fluctuations
near equatorial region (PAL) and absence of spread-F and phase
fluctuation at low latitude (SJC). This type of ionospheric irregu-
larity that remains confined in the equatorial region is called
medium scale ionospheric irregularities or bottomside spread-F.
Fig. 2B shows spread-F and phase fluctuations at near equatorial
(PAL) and low-latitude regions (SJC). This type of ionospheric
irregularity is generated in the equatorial region and extends
along the magnetic field lines to the low-latitude region and is
called large-scale ionospheric irregularities or plasma bubbles.
Large-scale ionospheric irregularities (plasma bubbles) can occur
throughout the year, with large frequency between October and

March and small frequency between May and August (Sahai et al.,
2000). Both bottomside spread-F and large-scale irregularities are
related to the rapidly post sunset vertical upward E�B plasma
drift velocity. As presented in Fig. 2, both instruments are able to
observe ionospheric bottomside or a large-scale ionospheric
irregularity.

Fig. 3 shows cases where the ionosonde observed spread-F, but
the GPS phase fluctuations did not observe or only partially
observed the ionospheric irregularities. These cases demonstrate
very clearly that large scale or botomside spread-F will not always
be observed by GPS phase fluctuations technique. Fig. 3A shows
spread-F observation by ionosonde at equatorial region (PAL) and
low latitude (SJC), characterizing the formation of large-scale
ionospheric irregularities. Nevertheless, the ionospheric irregula-
rities were not observed by GPS phase fluctuations at equatorial
region (PAL) and low latitude (SJC). Fig. 3B illustrates a case that
the ionosonde observed the ionospheric irregularities from equatorial
region to low latitude, but the GPS phase fluctuation only partially
observed the ionospheric irregularity and only at equatorial region.
These similarities and differences noted in Figs. 2 and 3 open a new
window to study different types and scale of equatorial spread-F.
However, this study will be addressed in future work. In the following
paragraphs, we discuss the traveling planetary wave ionospheric
disturbances and their role on the generation of equatorial spread-F
and phase fluctuations from January 2009 to April 2010. This period
investigated is considered geomagnetically quiet.

Fig. 4A (from January to April 2009 at PAL and SJC), Fig. 4B
(from May to August 2009 at PAL and SJC), Fig. 5A (from
September to December 2009 at PAL and SJC), and Fig. 5B (from
January to April 2010 at PAL and SJC) present three panels for each
month. The top panel provides the day-to-day history of ESF for
each month, where the red bars indicate the range spread-F (when
the traces away from critical frequency foF2 broaden in range),
blue bars indicate the frequency spread-F (when the traces near
foF2 are broadened), white bars indicate the absence of data, light
blue bars indicate no reflection, and dark gray bars indicate nights
with absence of ESF. The gray rectangles highlight the time that
the fresh ESF (18:00 LT to 21:00 LT) occurred. The subsequent
panels for each month show the day-to-day virtual height varia-
tions from ionosonde observations at five fixed frequencies (3, 4, 5,
6, and 7 MHz), at 19:00 LT and 20:00 LT, respectively.

During the period from January 2009 to April 2010 at PAL and
SJC stations, there are day-to-day variations in the F region virtual
height with periods of several days, observed between 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT, due to the presence of traveling planetary wave
ionospheric disturbance (TPWID) type oscillations. The TPWID
type oscillations possibly control the electric field pre-reversal
enhancement (PRE) amplitude and, therefore, control the speed of
the upward vertical E�B plasma drift that finally determines the
equatorial spread-F (ESF) and onset time of the phase fluctuations.
The role of TPWIDs in controlling of the electric field PRE
amplitude and of the speed of the vertical plasma drift during
the LSA is discussed in detail by de Abreu et al. (2014).

Fig. 4A shows in January 2009 at PAL station several days with
no reflection. This phenomenon occurs when the signal sent by
the transmitter of the ionosonde is not reflected by the ionosphere
and, therefore, the signal does not return to the receiver. Perhaps,
this is due to absorption of the electromagnetic wave in the low
ionosphere or the frequency of the signal sent is greater than the
critical frequency of the ionosphere. From February 2009 onwards,
we adopted a criterion for classifying monthly occurrences of fresh
ESF and GPS phase fluctuations: lowo30%, 30%omoderateo60%,
and high460%. Thus, the PAL station, from February to March
2009, had moderate occurrence of fresh ESF, whereas from about
the last half of April to September, PAL had low occurrence of fresh
ESF (Fig. 4A and B and Fig. 5A). Moreover, from October 2009 to

Fig. 1. Map of South America showing the locations of the GPS and digital
ionosonde stations. The geographic and magnetic equators are also marked.
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March 2010 (almost every night), PAL had a high occurrence of
fresh ESF (Fig. 5A and B). The fresh ESFs, which are observed
between 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT, were generated overhead at
Palmas (fresh irregularities). The period from April to September
2009 and from October 2009 to March 2010 show a typical
seasonality, which are characterized by a weak and strong electric
field PRE, respectively, and consequently, the occurrence of low
ESF or even non-ESF and moderate to high ESF (Sahai et al., 2000;
Chen et al., 2006). As is seen in Figs. 4A and B 5A and B (at 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT), the virtual heights had significant day-to-day

variations, but were not random, within a range from about 200
to 500 km. There are TPWID type oscillations with periods of
several days, modulating the virtual height during the electric field
PRE. At the PAL station, for a few days of February and March 2009,
the virtual height oscillated above 250 km, corresponding to the
TPWID maximum phase (see e.g., 07 February and 07–10 March
2009). When the TPWID maximum phase occurred, fresh ESF
could form between 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT. Conversely, when
TPWID minimum phase occurred (see e.g., 14 and 22 February and
29–31 March 2009), fossil ESF formed after 21:00 LT. The period

Fig. 2. Virtual height variations for 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz and phase fluctuations (in TECU/min) for (A) October 30–31, 2009, and (B) December 02–03, 2009 at Palmas (PAL)
and São José dos Campos (SJC).
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from April to early September 2009 had small virtual height day-
to-day variations (virtual height variations below 250 km) and a
predominance of fossil ESF. This indicates that the TPWID type
oscillations did not play a role in the formation of fresh ESF.
However, for several days from October 2009 to March 2010, there
was uplift in the F region virtual height observed between 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT. During this period, the virtual height day-to-day
variations oscillated well above 250 km, with amplitudes of up to
100 km. This period also had a strong formation of fresh ESF.
Likewise, when the TPWID phase was maximum (see e.g., 03–04
October and 21–23 November 2009), fresh ESFs formed, and when
the phase was minimal (see, e.g., 30 November and 8 December

2009), fossil ESFs formed. Therefore, the observations show that
the higher the virtual height was, the sooner the ESFs were
generated (between 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT), and the lower the
virtual height was, the later the ESFs were generated (after 21:00
LT). The altitude of 250 km may be a threshold height for the
generation of fresh ESF during the LSA. There was an intensifica-
tion of fresh ESF from October 2009 to March 2010. On the other
hand, Fagundes et al. (2009b), using ionosonde data from July
2003 to May 2004 during the HSA at near equatorial region (PAL
station), observed that there was a threshold height of 300 km and
intensification from September 2003 to March 2004 of fresh ESF.
Therefore, we observed that during LSA, the threshold height was

Fig. 3. Virtual height variations for 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz and phase fluctuations (in TECU/min) for (A) May 07–08, 2009, and (B) October 17–18, 2009 at Palmas (PAL) and São
José dos Campos (SJC).
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Fig. 4. The top panel for each month shows the day-to-day history of ESF (range and frequency) (A) from January to April 2009 and (B) from May to August 2009, where red
is range spread-F, blue is frequency spread-F, white is absence of data, light blue is no reflection, and dark gray is night with absence of ESF. The gray rectangles highlight the
time occurrence of fresh ESF. The subsequent panels for each month give the daily virtual height variations for the 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 MHz frequencies selected for 19:00 LT and
20:00 LT, respectively, for the period of (A) January to April 2009 and (B) May to August 2009 at Palmas (PAL) and São José dos Campos (SJC) stations. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but for the period of (A) September to December 2009 and (B) January to April 2010 at Palmas (PAL) and São José dos Campos (SJC) stations.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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lower, around 250 km, and shorter period of fresh ESF compared
with the HSA. In addition, the PAL station in April 2009 and 2010
had low occurrence of fresh ESF (Figs. 4A and 5B), similar to the
same period in 2004 during the HSA.

The SJC station, from January 2009 to April 2010, found on
almost every night, the occurrence of ESF generated after 21:00 LT
and also periods with no occurrence of ESF (Figs. 4A and B and 5A
and B). Meanwhile, on some nights at SJC (see e.g., 27 October, 14
and 23 November, and 2 and 20 December 2009), ESF was
observed soon after 21:00 LT, unlike PAL that shows high fresh
ESF. This indicates that the ESF observed at PAL (near the
equatorial region) extended to the low latitude region, character-
izing the presence of plasma bubbles (large-scale irregularities).
Accordingly, in the equatorial region (at PAL), large day-to-day
variations could see in the F region virtual height, so this scenario
was probably due to the presence of TPWID type oscillations
intensifying the generation of ESF, which extended to low-latitude
region. Furthermore, in SJC, ESF was observed between 18:00 LT
and 21:00 LT, for a few nights in the period from January to
February 2009 (see e.g., 31 January and 02 February). At the same
time, PAL (for the same nights) fresh ESF occurred, indicating
plasma bubbles (see Figs. 4A and 5A). The ESFs that are confined in
the equatorial region are calledmedium-scale irregularities or bottom-
side ESF (Takahashi et al., 2010), and when they extend to the low-
latitude region, they are called large-scale irregularities or plasma
bubbles (Sahai et al., 2007b,2009a,2011; de Abreu et al., 2010b).

Fig. 6A (from January to April 2009 at PAL and SJC), Fig. 6B
(from May to August 2009 at PAL and SJC), Fig. 7A (from
September to December 2009 at PAL and SJC), and Fig. 7B (from
January to April 2010 at PAL and SJC) each contains three panels
for each month. The top panel gives the day-to-day history of
phase fluctuations (rate of change of TEC in TECU/min) from GPS
observations for each month, where red bars indicate the phase
fluctuations, dark gray bars indicate the absence of phase fluctua-
tions, and white bars indicate the absence of data. As pointed out
by Aarons et al. (1997), the phase fluctuations indicate ionospheric
irregularities of the order of kilometers-size. The gray rectangles
highlight the occurrence time of fresh phase fluctuations (18:00 LT
to 21:00 LT). The subsequent panels for each month show the day-
to-day vertical total electron content (vTEC) variations at 19:00 LT
and 20:00 LT, respectively.

The GPS observations at PAL, from January 2009 to April 2010,
found periods with fresh (observed between 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT)
and fossil (observed after 21:00 LT) phase fluctuations, similar to the
ionospheric sounding observations. The periods from January to
March 2009 and April 2010 had moderate and low occurrence of
fresh phase fluctuations, respectively (Figs. 6A and 7B). However, from
April to the middle of September 2009, PAL had low variation of vTEC
and consequently low occurrence of phase fluctuations (Figs. 6A and B,
and 7A). On the other hand, from October 2009 to March 2010, PAL
had high occurrence of fresh phase fluctuations (larger variations of
vTEC) (Fig. 7A and B). These observations agree with the observations
by ionosondes and this possibly indicates the influence of TPWID type
oscillations strengthening the generation of phase fluctuations, in the
same way as the ESFs.

The GPS observations at SJC, from the middle of January to early
February 2009 (Fig. 6A) and from October 2009 to March 2010
(Fig. 7A and B), indicate a predominance of phase fluctuations
observed after 21:00 LT. However, from late February to September
2009 (Figs. 6A and B and 7A), almost no phase fluctuations were
found in SJC. This fact is possibly due to lower vTEC variations
observed between 19:00 LT and 20:00 LT. On the other hand, the
observations by ionosonde show fossil ESFs in this period. This
implies that the ionospheric irregularities detected by ionosonde
are more sensitive than those detected by GPS because the
ionosonde ESF can be caused by partial or total reflection in the

ionosphere (King, 1970) and the GPS phase fluctuations depend on
the electron density variations along a ray path between satellite
and receiver station on the Earth's surface. However, for some
nights from the middle of January to early February 2009 and from
October to December 2009, there were phase fluctuations
observed between 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT and also after 21:00 LT
with larger vTEC variations, agreeing with the observations by
ionosondes. In general, the observations made by GPS stations and
ionosondes, for much of the period analyzed, show similar results
with regard to the equatorial ionospheric irregularities.

Fig. 8 shows the probability of occurrence of ESF during HSA
and LSA for the months from July 2003 to April 2004 and from July
2009 to April 2010, respectively, at PAL. Fig. 8A–C corresponds the
probability of occurrences of frequencyþrange ESF (FR-ESF), range
ESF (R-ESF), and frequency ESF (F-ESF), respectively. The prob-
ability of ESF was calculated in monthly percentage by (sum of ESF
occurrences/total numbers of observations�100) (McKinnell
et al., 2010). During HSA, the occurrence of FR-ESF increases after
sunset and reaches a peak probability of 80% at about 22:00 LT.
However, during LSA the occurrence of FR-ESF also increases after
sunset and reaches a peak probability of 75% at about 24:00 LT
(Fig. 8A). As observed out by Abdu et al. (2003), the rate of increase
in the percentage occurrence of ESF is faster, reaching maximum
values significantly earlier, for the solar maximum conditions, as
compared to the solar minimum (Sahai et al., 2000; Pimenta et al.,
2001). The results show an increasing probability of occurrence of
F-ESF from 18:00 to 22:00 LT with maximum of about 12% during
HSA and maximum of about 40% during LSA (Fig. 8C). The results
also show an increasing probability of occurrence of R-ESF from
18:00 to 22:00 LT with maximum of about 68% during HSA and
from 18:00 to 24:00 LT with maximum of about 55% during LSA
(Fig. 8B). Therefore, the probability of occurrence of F-ESF is higher
during LSA than HSA and R-ESF is higher during HSA than LSA. The
highest probability of occurrence of F-ESF observed during LSA
and R-ESF during HSA is similar to that reported by Amabayo et al.
(2011) in the South Africa. Since the ESF occurrence is mainly
controlled by the electric field PRE, the TPWIDs type oscillations
act on the modulation of the electric field PRE.

An important question to be raised is in relation to the
mechanism of propagation of the TPWIDs type oscillations to
equatorial F region heights and consequently the modulation of
the electric field PRE. As is known, the electric field PRE arises due
to the F region dynamo process. During and post-sunset hours,
between about 18:00 LT and 21:00 LT, there is an abrupt uplift of
the F region due to the electric field E eastward, generated by the F
region dynamo, together with the magnetic field B northward
(upward E�B plasma drift). This electric field generation depends
on the zonal wind U and E region conductivity, as follows (Heelis
et al., 1974; Abdu et al., 2006a):

Ez ¼ Uy � B0½∑F=ð∑Fþ∑EÞ� ð1Þ
where the Uy is thermospheric zonal wind, B0 is the Earth's
magnetic field intensity, and ∑F and ∑E are the integrated
conductivities of the F and E regions, respectively. Due to the
decay of the E region conductivity in post-sunset hours, the Ez
tends to increase during the night. Thus, this could indicate that
the propagation of planetary waves in ionospheric altitudes may
directly modulate the thermospheric zonal wind speed, resulting
in the direct modulation of the upward E�B plasma drift. This
idea is also supported by other investigators (see e.g., Abdu et al.,
2006b; Takahashi et al., 2006,2007; Abdu and Brum, 2009;
Fagundes et al., 2009a,2009b; Bertoni et al., 2011). However, how
the planetary waves directly affect ionospheric irregularities in the
low latitude regions is still an open question and needs to be
further investigated by theoretical and observational techniques.
On the other hand, our investigation shows that in the equatorial
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Fig. 6. The top panel for each month shows a day-to-day history of phase fluctuations (in TECU/min) (A) from January to April 2009 and (B) May to August 2009, where red is
phase fluctuations, dark gray is absence of phase fluctuations, and white is absence of data. The gray rectangles highlight the time occurrence of fresh phase fluctuations.
The subsequent panels for each month gives the daily vertical total electron content (vTEC) variations from GPS observations for 19:00 LT and 20:00 LT, respectively, for the
period of (A) January to April 2009 and (B) May to August 2009 at Palmas (PAL) and São José dos Campos (SJC) stations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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region, both periods of HSA and LSA, the electric field PRE is
modulated by TPWIDs like oscillations. Fagundes et al. (2009b)
show that the TPWIDs phase modulates the onset time of fresh

ESF generation during high fresh season and the modulation acts
in such a way that, when the TPWID phase maximizes, the fresh
ESF onset time occurs earlier, and, when the TPWID phase

Fig. 7. The same as Fig. 6, but for the period of (A) September to December 2009 and (B) January to April 2010 at Palmas (PAL) and São José dos Campos (SJC) stations.
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minimizes, the onset time occurs later. The maximum TPWID
phase causes the electric field PRE to uplift the F region bottom
side above 250 km during LSA and above 300 km during HSA, thus
creating favorable conditions for fresh ESF generation.

Several investigations have been carried out to identify other
factors, besides planetary waves, which are responsible for the
day-to-day variability in the generation of ESF/plasma bubbles
(Sekar et al., 1994; Raghavarao et al., 1999; Abdu, 2001; Tsunoda,
2006,2008; Kakad et al., 2007). Sekar et al. (1994) proposed that
the day-to-day variability of the vertical winds could be respon-
sible for the day-to-day ESF variability. Abdu (2001) pointed that
the relative importance of some of the key control factors in a
given ESF event or in its day-to-day variability is still lacking, the
main examples being that of the seed perturbation, meridional/
transequatorial winds and integrated conductivities. Kakad et al.
(2007) showed that the effects of magnetic activity (disturbance
dynamo, prompt penetration of electric field and combination of
disturbance dynamo and prompt penetration of electric field) on
the generation of irregularities in the nighttime equatorial iono-
sphere are capable of producing scintillations/phase fluctuations.
Tsunoda (2008) evidenced that the appearance of large-scale wave
structure (LSWS) in the bottomside F region is a more direct
precursor of ESF than post-sunset rise, and hence, contributes to
day-to-day ESF variability. Therefore, this study shows that the
planetary waves play an important role for the day-to-day varia-
bility in the generation of fresh ionospheric irregularities during
quiet geomagnetically periods.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented and discussed observations of
traveling planetary wave ionospheric disturbance (TPWID) type
oscillations with periods of several days, on the F region post-
sunset height rise and their role in the generation of equatorial
spread-F and GPS phase fluctuations, during the extreme low solar
activity (LSA) period January 2009 to April 2010 ðF10:7 ¼ 73Þ. This
period of LSA was also compared to the period of high solar
activity (HSA) of 2003 and 2004. We used F region virtual height
(h’F) measured by digital ionosonde and vertical total electron
content (vTEC) measured by GPS, carried out at Palmas (near
equatorial region) and São José dos Campos (under the southern

crest of the equatorial ionization anomaly), Brazil. The main results
are summarized below:

1. The occurrence of fresh ESF and fresh phase fluctuations (fresh
ionospheric irregularities) at equatorial region follow the trend
of day-to-day variations in the F region virtual height. As has
been noted, there are signatures of planetary waves, with
periods of several days, in these day-to-day variations in the
F region, which is evident that the electric field PRE is
modulated by TPWID wave like oscillations influencing the
generation of medium and large scales ionospheric irregula-
rities. Thus, in both LSA and HSA, it was possible to observe the
TPWID wave like oscillations.

2. The observations showed that in the equatorial region during
LSA, the altitude of 250 km acted as a threshold height for the
generation of fresh ionospheric irregularities, having seen that
during HSA, the threshold height was 300 km. The observations
also found a strong increase in the generation of fresh iono-
spheric irregularities from October 2009 to March 2010 during
LSA and from September 2003 to March 2004 during the HSA
and a decrease in April 2004, 2009, and 2010. In the LSA, the
period of fresh ionospheric irregularities was less than during
HSA, though both periods showed a seasonally similar pattern.

3. In the low-latitude region, we observed over the period 2009 to
2010 more ESFs than phase fluctuations becaus ionosonde is
more sensitive than GPS. It was also possible to observe periods
with and without day-to-day oscillations in the F region virtual
height, indicating that TPWIDs acted both in the equatorial
region and in the low-latitude region. However, a complete
understanding of the direct action of TPWIDs in low-latitude
regions needs to be further investigated by theoretical/obser-
vational techniques.

4. Therefore, the observations made by GPS stations and iono-
sondes in the equatorial region, for much of the period
analyzed, presented similar results with regard to the genera-
tion of equatorial ionospheric irregularities and in the low
latitude. Some nights from the middle of January to early
February 2009 and from October to December 2009 also
showed similar results.

5. Finally, this paper examined TPWID type oscillations and their
role on the generation of equatorial ionospheric irregularities
during periods of LSA and HSA. However, some questions
remain open and further studies are in progress.
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